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What is Neocolonialism?
-Developed countries controlling Less developed countries through indirect means 

we tend to see this  happen in undeveloped  countries  that have resources  that 

other big countries like the usa could profit of 

 

-An example of this in history would be early African and how European countries 

slowly took over Africa . They used things like colonies,religion and even status  to 

control  the people who already lived  there. 



Why Is Neo-colonialism a problem?
- Most Countries don't usual care about Africa during Neo 

colonialism

- Used for  European expansionism aimed at fostering 

European economic and trading interests. 

     -Africa Is the source for Raw Materials



Examples Of Neo-Colonialism
- ‘’Francafrique ‘’ the ‘’French Africa’’ that's 

mostly in the west and central of Africa 

- Adapting to colonial way of thinking 

- Countries are  in depth and imperialism countries 

take over



Negative Effects Of 
Neo-Colonialism Africa
- created conflict between the Hutus and the  
tutsi 

-Lost of culture 

- Lost of Language

-lost in value for country 

 



What are the impacts of Neo-colonialism
Africa is Hugely impacted by  neo-colonialism for the same reasons that it suffered from colonialism. Neo-colonialism 

is an easier way to make profit it  impact of unregulated forms of aid, trade and foreign direct investment; and the 

collaboration of African leaders with foreign leaders to ensure that the interests of both are met with little concern 

for the development, sustainability and poverty reduction and wellbeing in African countries. 

-Change in Language 

-Change in economics 

-No benefit to Africa 



How Can we stop Neo- Colonialism In Africa ?
-Being Independent  and creating an Economic Dependency 

- Satellite states 

-Stop allowing  free Labour 
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Conclusion
-Instead of trying to take over other countries and  put them 

into more poverty we should help these countries rebuild 

themselves.Especially, when these countries need help with 

there  economy .I do believe that African could become one 

of or most richest countries if they stopped these countries 

from getting far in Imperialism  .
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